A longstanding open question in low dimensional topology was raised by J. H. C. Whitehead in 1941 [9]: "Is any subcomplex of an aspherical, two-dimensional complex itself aspherical?" The asphericity of classical knot complements [7] provides evidence that the answer to Whitehead's question might be "yes". Indeed, each classical knot complement has the homotopy type of a two-complex which can be embedded in a finite contractible two-complex. This property is shared by a large class of four-manifolds; these are the ribbon disc complements, whose asphericity has been conjectured, and even claimed, but never proven. (See [4] for a discussion.) It is reasonable and convenient to formulate the following.
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WILLIAM A. BOGLEY respectively. Then F = RST is an efficient normal factorization of F, since Y is contractible. As normal generators for R, S, T, take the based homotopy classes of the attaching maps for the two-cells of X r , X s , X, respectively. A result of Gutierrez and Ratcliffe [3, Theorem 1] 
then provides that n 2 X = (R C\S)I[R,S]
, and so the ARWC implies that Jt 2 X = 0. Even without the ARWC, the promised embedding for n 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
COROLLARY. If R and S are distinct factors from an efficient normal factorization of a finitely generated free group F and Q = F/[R, S], then (R n S)/[R, S] embeds naturally in
Conversely, the above remarks show how to use a counterexample to the ARWC to construct a counterexample to the RWC.
In Theorem 2, we determine the structure of GrQ, where Q is the group in the Corollary to Theorem 1. In particular, the groups Q n IQ n +\ are finitely generated free abelian for all positive integers n.
Aside from the result of [3] which was used above, the main general tool employed in the proof of Theorem 1 is the graded integral Lie algebra Gr G that is constructed from the lower central series of a group G. Of special utility is the theorem of Magnus [6] which states that if F is a free group, then GrF is a free Lie algebra. Further, the homogeneous components of Gr F are finitely generated free abelian, with ranks given by an explicit formula due to Witt [10] .
The author is grateful to M. N. Dyer for thought-provoking suggestions.
On free Lie algebras. Very little is new here. The primary reference for the material in this section is [1, Chapter II] . All algebras are to be taken over the integers.
A magma is a pair (M,.), where M is a set and . is a binary operation on M. If x is a set, then M(x) denotes the free magma on x. Thus M(x) is the disjoint union of sets x n ( n^l ) , where x, = x, and x n is defined inductively as the disjoint union of the sets x m x x n _ m (m = 1,. . . , n -1). The operation in M(x) is given by x. y = (x, y) for x e \ m and y e x n _ m . If (N,.) is a magma, then any function of Xj = x into N extends uniquely to a magma homomorphism (M(x),.)-»(N,.).
The free integral Lie algebra on the set x is denoted by L(x). There is a canonical embedding of x into L(x). This yields a magma homomorphism §: The case of just two factors. Throughout this section, we assume that F = AB is an efficient normal factorization of a finitely generated free group F. Select pairwise disjoint finite normal generating sets a and b for A and B in F such that |a| + |b| = rank F. 
)^> Gi(F/[A, B]) such that V((a,0)) = aF 2 eF/F 2 = F/[A,B]F 2 = Gr 1 (F/[A,B]) for all aea, and W((0, b)) = bF 2 e F/F 2 = F/[A, B]F 2 = Gr\F/[A, B]) for all b e b.

Proof. The map W defines a Lie algebra homomorphism of the direct product since the images of L(a) and L(b) under V commute in Gr(F/[A, B]).
Using the fact that F = AB and A fl B = [A, B], one checks that the homomorphism f:F/[A,B]->F/AxF/B given by f(w[A, B]) = (wA, wB) is an isomorphism. There is thus an isomorphism of graded Lie algebras <p: Gr(F/[,4, B]) -+ Gr F/A x Gr F/B
such that cp{wF 2 ) = {wAF 2 ,wBF 2 ) for all wF 2 
eGx\F/[A,B]).
The result follows from Lemma 3 and Magnus' isomorphism L(a) = Gr(free(a)).
• Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that R and S are distinct factors from an efficient normal factorization of a finitely generated free group F. Upon multiplication of the complementary factors, there is an efficient normal factorization F = RST of F. There are pairwise disjoint finite subsets r, s, and t such that |r| + |s| + |t| = rankF, where R, S, T are normally generated in F by r, s, t respectively. Let u = r U s U t. 
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Proof. Since F is normally generated by u, Gr 1 F = F/F 2 is generated as an abelian group by <p(u). It follows that <t > is surjective, since Gr 1 F generates Gr F as a Lie algebra. Since (p(u) c: Gr 1 F, <& is a homomorphism of graded Lie algebras: <J>(L"(u)) = Gr" F for all n 5= 1. Since |u| = rank F, L"(u) and Gr" F are free abelian groups of the same finite rank for all n > 1. This implies that <I > is injective. • 
Let I r and 7 S denote the ideals of L(r U s U t) generated by r and s respectively. By the discussion of direct products of Lie algebras following the proof of Lemma 1, it follows that kerpDker a c / r n / " . [, ] ) induced by the inclusions of u into L(u) and F respectively. By Lemma 1, there exist jU,,... , n k e u n _, and e , , . . . , e^ e Z such that each fij involves r and such that 7] = e,!(ji,) + • • • + ejtOifc). Also by Lemma 1, the sum of those e, §(jU ; ) for which /î nvolves s lies in /". Since TJ e 7 S , the sum of those e y £(/x y ) for which /x y does not involve s lies in / s , and hence is zero, again by Lemma 1. We may thus assume that each /i y involves both r and s. Note that y{Hj)F n = <t>( §(^)) e Gr"" The structure of Gr Q. As in the preceding discussions, R and 5 are distinct factors from an efficient normal factorization of a finitely generated free group F, and Q = F/ [R, S] . It has been noted that the composite epimorphism has kernel contained in 7 r n/ s . The reverse inclusion follows from Lemma 1 and 2:
in the category of integral Lie algegras.
Before we give the proof, note that, as a consequence, Gr Q embeds in the direct product L(r U t) x L(s U t), which is torsion-free. For each n > 1, Q n IQ n+x = Gr" Q is a homomorphic image of the finitely generated Gr" F.
COROLLARY. For each positive integer n, Q n IQ n+ \ is a finitely generated free abelian group.
For the proof of Theorem 2, set u = r U s U t . Using [1, II.2.9, Proposition 10], there is a commutative square
of split surjections of graded Lie algebras. For k = 1, 2, let a k and f} k be split by j k and i k respectively; these splittings are the obvious inclusions of subalgebras, so yV, = j 2 i 2 and /2 = 'i/3 2 -Let n denote the pull-back of j3, and /3 2 ; we have a 2 j\ = i 2 fii and The conclusion of the Stronger Conjecture does not hold for efficient normal factorizations involving just two factors.
EXAMPLE. In the free group F with basis {x,y}, let R be the normal subgroup determined by [*,}'])'~1, and let 5 be the normal subgroup determined by [y, x] x~\ It is easy to show that F = RS: modulo RS, l=xyx~xy~ly~l=xx~2y~\
whence x=y~\ and
